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#### SUMMARY OF CASES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTORS</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>INCIDENT</th>
<th>IMPORT CURBS</th>
<th>EXPORT CURBS</th>
<th>TRAVEL BANS</th>
<th>CORPORATE PRESSURE</th>
<th>POPULAR BOYCOTTS</th>
<th>NO ACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Chinese dissident wins Nobel Prize</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>2010, 2015</td>
<td>Taiwan-U.S. arms and aircraft deal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Maritime collision in disputed waters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Japan purchases contested islands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>UK Prime Minister meets Dalai Lama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Maritime disputes in South China Sea</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Dalai Lama visits Mongolia</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Tsai Ing-wen elected Taiwan president</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>U.S. deploys THAAD to South Korea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Korea</td>
<td>2006 - 2017</td>
<td>North Korean nuclear tests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Huawei executive arrested in Canada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Prague-Beijing sister city conflict</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany, France</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>EU nations tighten 5G regulations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Australia lobbies for coronavirus investigation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Missouri sues China over Covid-19 outbreak</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Chinese dissident Liu Xiaobo awarded the Nobel Peace Prize

When human rights activist Liu Xiaobo won the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize for his non-violent resistance efforts in China, Norway lost its golden ticket to the Chinese salmon market. In the weeks preceding the ceremony, the Chinese embassy in Oslo warned of “damage” to diplomatic ties should the award be bestowed upon Liu, whom Foreign ministry spokesman Ma Zhaoxu labeled a “criminal who violated Chinese law.”1 Despite Norway’s insistence that parliament had no sway over the Norwegian Nobel Committee, threats continued to circulate in Beijing. Citing issues of meddling in “other countries’ legal sovereignty,” bureaucrats summoned the Norwegian ambassador to bear official complaints of China’s indignation.2

When Liu was ultimately christened a Nobel laureate, Beijing swiftly canceled exchange visits, terminated trade negotiations, froze senior-level diplomatic exchanges, and, most notably, imposed new sanctions on Norwegian salmon.3 China snubbed Norway’s Fisheries Minister, Lisbeth Berg-Hansen, canceling two meetings and plans to negotiate in Beijing.4 An order issued by the Beijing Capital Airport Inspection and Quarantine Service soon after required stricter checks specifically for Norwegian aquaculture products. A month later, the Central Office of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine issued Notice No. 9, an order titled “General Notice on Strengthening Inspection and Quarantine of Imported Salmon,” which called for more stringent sanitation and veterinary testing for salmon imports. According to Chinese stakeholders, salmon shipments typically passed through customs in 3-4 days; Norwegian imports took up to 20.5

A collapse in salmon sales to China ensued; while overall trade between Norway and China grew 46% in the following six months, fresh salmon sales plummeted by 61.8%.6 Notably, mainland China comprised only 2% of Norway’s salmon market, suggesting Beijing’s move may have been more symbolic than economic. Norway nevertheless reported China to the World Trade Organization, alleging that Notice No. 9 was applied discriminately and violated the SPS agreement, but to little avail.7 Claims that salmon restrictions erected by China conflicted with international trade rules fell flat, and Norway seemingly began to bow under pressure. In 2014, Prime Minister Erna Solberg publicly announced she would not meet with the Dalai Lama during his latest visit to Norway. Diplomatic tensions thawed further in 2016 when Foreign Minister Børge Brende announced the nation’s support for the “One China” policy in a joint statement with Chinese officials.8

2. United States negotiates arms and aircraft sales with Taiwan

Commencing the new year in 2010 with plans for a $6.4bn weapons deal, the U.S. and Taiwan soon confronted bristling resistance from Beijing. The package, which included 114 U.S. Patriot missiles, 60 Black Hawk helicopters, machine guns and ammunition, and communications equipment for Taiwan’s F-16

---

fleet, signaled continued collaboration between Washington and Beijing in securing Asia-Pacific security interests. To China, this show of bipartisanship represented an alarming threat; in response, Beijing issued warnings of its own. According to Senior Defense Strategist Yang Yi, China planned to erect unspecified sanctions against U.S. aircraft and arms companies involved should the sale proceed to “teach a lesson to the U.S. government” even at the cost of “harm[ing] [them]selves.” Cautioning “repercussions that neither side wishes to see,” Chinese foreign ministers alluded to plans to postpone military exchanges, such as a planned visit from U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates’, and mutual naval visits.

In the face of ominous portents, Taiwan and the U.S. followed through with the sale, with the State Department chief spokesman's citing a priority of maintaining “stability and security” in the region. As anticipated, Beijing promptly issued warnings of its own. Renewed tensions drew similar responses from an irate China—according to the state-run Xinhua news agency, Vice Foreign Minister Zhang Zhijun cautioned that “wrongdoing by the U.S. will inevitably undermine bilateral relations.” Once again, threats were insufficient to terminate the $5.3bn deal designed to upgrade Taiwan’s fleet of fighter jets. However, the Obama administration’s decision not to sell its coveted F-16 jets was seen by some as a show of restraint meant to mitigate fresh remonstrations. After all, when the Pentagon sold F-16s to Taiwan in 1992, China threatened to withdraw from international arms control talks and helped Pakistan develop ballistic missiles. Though Xinhua called this round of arms sales a “despicable breach of faith in international relations,” outcry from state media and officials ultimately proved paper tigers, and China reneged on its menacing promises.

3. China-Japan maritime collision in disputed waters

Competing territorial claims between Japan and China over the Japanese-controlled Senkaku/Diaoyu island chain, potentially abundant in lucrative oil reserves, harken back centuries. But when a Chinese fishing boat collided with a Japanese patrol boat in disputed waters in 2010, animosities reached a boil. Under orders from Minister of Transport Seiji Maehara to “persist with a resolute attitude,” Japanese authorities acted with uncharacteristic mettle. Law enforcement arrested the Chinese trawler’s captain, Zhan Qixiong, under suspicion of
obstructing coast guard duties. Arguing the islands have been Chinese property since ancient times, the Chinese embassy protested the “illegal detention of the captain,” and Vice Foreign Minister Song Tao summoned the Japanese ambassador to Beijing to bear remonstrations about the “illegal interception” of Chinese fishing vessels.

Soon thereafter, Beijing froze ministerial-level talks on joint energy initiatives and halted rare earths exports to its adversary. According to industry officials, Chinese customs officers quietly began freezing shipments of rare earth minerals to Japan, preventing them from being loaded aboard ships at Chinese ports. Rare earth minerals are a crucial input in Japan’s automotive and electronics industries. With China as the world’s largest supplier of rare earths and Japan a key customer, this power play seemed potentially devastating.

Yet instead of buckling, Tokyo approved a $1bn budget to fund mitigation and diversification efforts for affected companies. Measures to reduce rare earth materials usage, develop new supply chains, and locate replacement materials led to a 50% reduction in rare earths use within six months. Japan also partnered with the U.S. and EU to bring a case against China to WTO over unfair “export duties, export quotas, and limitations on the enterprises permitted to export the products.” The challengers ultimately won the case in 2014, when the WTO ruled China’s restrictions inconsistent with its Accession Protocol and GATT Art. XI. While Japan ultimately released Qixiong weeks after his arrest, citing considerations about the “diplomatic impact” of the case on bilateral relations, Foreign Minister Seiji Maehara asserted that territorial disputes over the islands were far from shelved.

4. Japan purchases three of the contested Senkaku/Diaoyu islands

As augured, feuds flared again in 2012 when Japan announced plans to purchase three of the disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu islands from a private owner. Beijing’s attempt to ward Tokyo off included sending two patrol ships to reassert its territorial claims, with the Ministry of Defense warning that China was “unwavering” and would “reserve the power to adopt corresponding measures.” Despite the onslaught of dissent, Japan purchased the islands and attempted to soothe tensions by sending its Asia department chief to Beijing for diplomatic talks to “avoid misunderstanding.”

But to the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, there was little to misunderstand; to them, Japan had plainly “stole[n] the islands from China.” Beijing responded in kind, stripping Japan of a prized commodity: Chinese consumers. Popular boycotts fomented by state press targeted Japanese companies, whose profits soon nosedived in Chinese markets.

---
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China plunged nearly 50%, Honda sales fell 40.5%, and Nissan’s slid 35%. Beyond Japanese automakers, companies like Panasonic also suffered around $120m in property damage from protests. According to JP Morgan, the cumulative repercussions of the Senkaku/Diaoyu spat cost Japan 0.8 percentage points of GDP growth. Bilateral trade declined 3.9% in 2012 at losses of $329bn.

Though Chinese authorities denied direct involvement in the boycotts, state media actively instigated these unofficial sanctions. *Xinhua News*, the official state-run press agency and direct mouthpiece of the Communist Party of China, lauded Beijing for its “series of countermeasures in the economic ... field”; the Renmin Ribao, the Communist Party’s official newspaper, related “economic punishments” to a “gun” whose “trigger” Japan had pulled with its island purchase, and; Vice Minister of Commerce Jiang Zengwei warned that Japan’s acts would inevitably harm Sino-Japanese economic ties. Japanese reports also cited stricter inspections of imports to and from Japan, delays in obtaining work visas for Japanese employees in China, and regulatory hold-ups for China-based merger and acquisitions deals—though Beijing denied all such allegations.  

5. UK Prime Minister David Cameron meets with the Dalai Lama

In May 2012, the Dalai Lama met with UK Prime Minister David Cameron and Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg when he traveled to England to receive the prestigious Templeton Prize for his work exploring human spirituality. While there, the Dalai Lama spoke to the press about China’s “moral crisis” and rampant corruption. A barrage of remonstrations from Beijing followed suit, with the foreign ministry saying the meeting between UK officials and the spiritual leaders had “seriously interfered with China’s internal affairs” and urging Britain to “correct the error.” Vice Foreign Minister Song Tao also summoned Britain ambassador Sebastian Wood to discuss the “serious consequences” of British leaders meeting the Dalai Lama.

Though Cameron’s official spokesperson initially defended the decision to meet as historical precedent, China nevertheless lashed out. Infuriated by the perceived insult, China canceled senior leader Wu Bangguo’s trip to the UK, suspended all ministerial contact for over a year, and snubbed Cameron, forcing the PM to cancel a planned trip to Beijing. When Cameron led a delegation to Beijing the next year, he distanced Britain from the Dalai Lama in favor of mending rifts with China. Expressing desire to cultivate a “strong and positive” relationship with China, the prime minister stated, “We recognize Tibet as part of China ... do not support Tibetan independence, and we respect China’s sovereignty.” Moreover, British officials affirmed the country has “turned a page” on the Dalai Lama and that the PM will not meet with him again in the future. Another British visit announced the launch of a 24-hour “super priority” service to fast-track visas for Chinese business leaders traveling to Britain, as

---
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well as processes to streamline applications for Chinese travel agents.44

These concessions appear to have ameliorated Beijing’s veiled threats of retaliation, with Chinese state-run newspaper the Global Times warning that “If Britain and China starting to compete, can Britain be the winner?”45 However, some view the UK’s appeasement as overly deferential. Despite China’s ambassador to the UK warning against lectures about human rights if they wanted strong economic ties, China-UK trade increased 11% during the Dalai Lama spat, and Beijing still sought cooperation at non-ministerial levels.46 Spectators and opposition members critiqued Britain as kowtowing to China in the absence of economic losses and overt Chinese sanctions.47

6. Philippines maritime disputes in the South China Sea

When a Philippines warship attempted to arrest Chinese fishermen allegedly taking poached sharks, clams, and rare corals from the disputed Scarborough Shoal—a territory claimed by the Philippines, China, and Taiwan—it found itself in a maritime standoff with Chinese surveillance vessels.48 Philippines foreign secretary Albert Del Rosario summoned Chinese ambassador Ma Keqing for diplomatic talks. In a move that likely escalated tensions, Del Rosario also stated that the shoal was an “integral part of Philippine territory” and that Filipino authorities would assert their sovereignty.49 Meanwhile, Chinese Vice Foreign Minister Fu Ying demanded the Philippines withdraw all vessels surrounding the area and repent for “severely damaging the atmosphere of the bilateral relations between China and the Philippines.”50

Weaponized interdependence soon proved to be Beijing’s lever of choice. A month after the stand-off, the Chinese General Administration of Quality Supervision impounded 1200 fruit containers from the Philippines over “quarantine concerns.”51 With 70% of Philippine bananas exported to China, the banana ban foreshadowed severe economic ripples.52 Additionally, 43 companies were informed their exports wouldn’t be accepted, even though Philippine banana growers haven’t encountered similar problems in typically more strictly regulated marked like Japan’s. Tougher sanitary restrictions and reduced banana and papaya imports from China ultimately resulted in approximately $33.6bn in losses for Philippine fruit exporters.53 Tourism from China also faltered in the wake of the stand-off. The China International Travel Service canceled all flights to the Philippines on “safety grounds,” de facto blocking Chinese tour groups from visiting the Philippines.54

Facilitated by a U.S.-brokered deal, the high seas heat dissipated when the Philippines withdrew its vessels under the pretext of an incoming typhoon, and Chinese ships soon
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followed suit. However, the Philippines brought complaints against China to the Permanent Court of Arbitration in Hague surrounding “maritime entitlements in the South China Sea ... and the lawfulness of certain actions by China in the South China Sea that the Philippines alleged to be in violation of the Convention.” In a landmark case, the tribunal rejected China’s claims to historic rights over the South China Sea and said China violated international law by causing “irreparable harm” by endangering Philippine ships and interfering with fishing and oil exploration. However, the 2016 ruling was only a victory on paper. President Xi Jinping reasserted China’s historical claims to sovereignty in the South China Sea, and the Foreign Ministry called the tribunal’s decree “invalid” with “no binding force.” Ultimately, international law faltered in the face of Beijing’s defiance, and it took the Duterte regime’s conciliatory policies toward Beijing to lighten fruit and tourism sanctions.

7. The Dalai Lama pays a religious visit to Mongolia

The Dalai Lama’s 2016 religious visit to Mongolia may have instigated spiritual fervor in local Buddhists, but it bore ill omens for the country’s economic future. Preceding the controversial trip, China’s Ministry of Foreign affairs had warned Mongolia that allowing the Dalai Lama to visit could jeopardize the “sound and steady” development of bilateral ties. At the time, Mongolian leaders faced a deep economic recession; in the face of falling commodity prices, Mongolia had begun to run out of hard currency to repay foreign debts and sought a $4.2bn loan from Beijing. Even so, Mongolia permitted the spiritual leader—who China views as an agitator engaged in “separatist activities”—to preach to thousands of followers at the Gandantegchinlen monastery in Ulan Bator.

Following through on its threats, Beijing promptly canceled meetings with senior Mongolian officials. A week later, China levied new fees on commodity imports from Mongolia, charging additional transit costs on goods passing through the Gashuun Sukhait border crossing—a critical checkpoint for Mongolian imports. Under new, unexplained regulations by local authorities, vehicles were charged a $1.45 transit fee each time they passed through the border and required to pay an additional $1.13 for every ton of goods they carried. Precious metals and copper concentrate worth more than 10,000 yuan per ton would also incur fees amounting to 0.2% of the total cargo value. With China accounting for 90% of Mongolian exports and 133,000 tons of copper concentrate delivered into China each month via the Gashuun Sukhait crossing, these sanctions hit the Mongolian economy hard.

A month after the contentious visit, Mongolian Foreign Minister Tsend Munkh-Orgil announced that under the current government, “the Dalai Lama will not be invited to Mongolia.”
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even for purely “religious reasons.” Despite Mongolia’s deep ties to the Dalai Lama and Tibetan Buddhism, the Mongolian minister expressed support for the “One China” policy, saying “Tibet is an inseparable part of China” and “the Tibet issue is China’s internal affair.” Weaponizing their economic interdependence, Beijing ultimately induced its neighbor to bow under pressure, sending a “lesson” that “we hope Mongolia has taken to heart,” according to a statement by the Chinese Foreign Ministry.

8. Tsai Ing-wen wins Taiwan presidential elections

Beijing has long viewed Taiwan as an intact territory, subject to the jurisdiction of the mainland. As the 2016 Taiwan presidential race unfolded with Tsai Ing-wen appearing the likely winner, Beijing’s proprietorial hackles rose at the prospect of a pro-independence candidate winning office. In a futile attempt to sway voters against pro-independent candidates, China signed a $4.57m deal to buy milkfish from Taiwan’s Search Results Web results Syuejia District and sent Chinese State Council man and Deputy Chairman of Taiwan Affairs Zheng Lizhong gather intelligence from Taiwan’s milkfish farmer constituency, which is based in traditionally pro-democratic regions. Reports from students and college recruiters also suggest that China may have pressured Taiwanese universities to issue pro-Beijing statements in order to preserve high enrollment rates from mainland students, as enrollment numbers fell for the first time in years. However, these claims are difficult to corroborate, as the Chinese government did not issue official decrees.

Tsai ultimately won the presidential seat in a landslide, securing 56% of the vote to her opponents 31%. Beijing bristled at the victory for Taiwan’s Democratic Progressive Party, which supports formal independence for Taiwan; the head of China’s Taiwan Affairs Office, Zhang Zhijun, said that “complicated changes are arising in the Taiwan situation” and warned “compatriots on both sides to be alert for and oppose Taiwan independence.”

However, China’s actual response was relatively muted and unofficially sanctioned. Group tourism from China fell 30% in the months after Taiwan elected its Madam President. While the China National Tourism Administration declined to make official comments, numerous tourist agents told Reuters that they received orders from the Administration to “cut the number of tourists we send to Taiwan.” By advertising receptivity to Muslim tourists and lowering visa requirements for Southeast Asian countries such as Brunei and Thailand, Taiwan was largely able to offset the economic losses incurred by the hit to tourism.

China and Taiwan’s longstanding political impasse hardly ended there. Ongoing economic power plays include China’s 2019 ban on

---
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individual travel permits to Taiwan. According to a statement by the Chinese Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Chinese nationals from the 47 impacted cities can only travel to Taiwan as part of tour groups. Blaming Tsai’s Democratic Progressive Party for “continually pushing activities to promote Taiwan’s independence and inciting hostility toward the mainland,” spokesman Ma Xiaoguang of China’s Taiwan Affairs Office called the tourism ban a consequence of actions that are “seriously undermining the conditions for mainland travelers to visit the island.” Though Taiwan may have bounced back from its 2016 tourism setbacks, reaching an all-time high of 10.7 million visitors via diversification efforts, it appears Chinese pressure is unlikely to abide anytime soon.

9. U.S. deploys THAAD missile defense system in South Korea

Fears of nuclear proliferation jetted back into political discourse in early 2016, when North Korea conducted a nuclear test and rocket launch in close succession. Instead of boosting national clout, Pyongyang’s belligerence injected rocket fuel into U.S.-South negotiations over the deployment of the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense System on the Korean Peninsula. News of THAAD negotiations incited a fracas in Beijing, with Chinese ambassador Qiu Guohong warning that deployment of a U.S. missile defense system could “destroy [bilateral ties with China] in an instant” and “create a vicious cycle of Cold War-style confrontations and an arms race.” China’s outcry may have given foreign leaders pause, as Washington and Seoul postponed THAAD discussions and called off the signing ceremony mere hours in advance.

Political clamoring alone failed to stop THAAD deployment, and the U.S. and South Korea announced their official plans in July. Backlash from Beijing was swift and stern. China’s National Tourism Administration issued travel warnings about South Korea, and Beijing imposed an “informal” ban on the sale of ROK group tours by instructing CNTA agents to cancel South Korea group tours or face fines and license revocations. Reductions in Chinese tourism resulted in $15.6bn of lost revenue across the South Korean Economy. Chinese regulators cracked down on businesses owned by Korean conglomerate Lotte Group, which signed a land swap deal to provide the space to house THAAD batteries. Citing “fire code violations,” regulators shuttered Korean-owned businesses in China, including 80% of Lotte-owned supermarkets, resulting in total revenue losses of $1.78bn for the firm. Chinese state media fomented unofficial boycotts, with the Global Times calling citizens to “adopt sanctions against South Korea” so they would “face a bitter pill over THAAD.” Within
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a year, Hyundai and Kia’s China sales fell more than 30% due to popular boycotts.\textsuperscript{89}

Beijing’s economic wrath spurred Seoul to pass the “three noes” resolution in October—no additional THAAD batteries, no participation in any U.S. regional missile defense system, and no trilateral alliance with the U.S. and Japan.\textsuperscript{90} A day later, Seoul and Beijing agreed to restore relations, with the Chinese foreign ministry declaring that “both [countries] view that strengthening exchanges and cooperation ... serves common interests and agreed to expeditiously bring exchanges in all areas back on a normal track.”\textsuperscript{91} While Beijing officials relied heavily on the veneer of plausible deniability, back-channel economic sanctions eventually proved too bitter a pill for South Korea to swallow.

10. North Korean stirs global commotion with nuclear tests

Accounting for 90% of North Korea’s trade, China has weaponized its economic leverage in response to North Korea’s various nuclear flare-ups over the last two decades.\textsuperscript{92} Since 2006, when Beijing officials decried Pyongyang’s first nuclear test as a “flagrant and brazen” violation of international security that it “firmly opposes,” Chinese rhetoric has softened even as its sanctions grow sterner.\textsuperscript{93} In 2006, 2009, and 2013, Beijing’s only tangible punishments occurred via UN Security Council Resolutions 1718, 1874, and 2087, which banned travel and froze assets of top North Korean diplomats and military-related firms and choked off sales of arms, aerospace, and military products.\textsuperscript{94} When North Korea launched a rocket in 2013, Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Hong Lei offered subdued admonishment, saying Beijing “would like to actively encourage the relevant country to develop [the] economy and improve people’s living conditions.”\textsuperscript{95}

After Pyongyang’s latest nuclear test in 2017, China’s state-run Global Times announced that “when their actions jeopardize China’s interests, China will respond with a firm hand” and said China would “stay neutral” if North Korea “launches missiles that threaten U.S. soil first and the U.S. retaliates.”\textsuperscript{96} Aiding UN-led efforts to halt the ballistic program, Beijing soon held North Korea’s oil supply in a vise grip. The Chinese Ministry of Commerce announced it would restrict refined petroleum products to North Korea to 2 million barrels per year, ban exports of condensates and liquified natural gas, and prohibit imports of North Korean textiles.\textsuperscript{97} Petrol prices in Pyongyang allegedly increased by 20% in the surrounding months, according to North Korean petrol stakeholders.\textsuperscript{98} China’s central banks were also instructed to stop providing financial services to new North Korean customers and phase out loans with existing ones.\textsuperscript{99} Finally, Beijing suspended all coal imports from North

Korea for a year, with Chinese Minister of Foreign Affairs Wang Yi saying that UN sanctions “must continue to be strictly implemented.”

For the time being, this punishing round of sanctions has proved effective. Although Pyongyang called them an “act of war,” for all North Korea’s bluster, it has yet to conduct another public nuclear test. Should it act with belligerence in the future, it’s unclear how willing China will be to enact unilateral penalties. Its usual modus operandi—furtive, back-door economic coercion—rarely informs its approach to North Korean relations; instead, Beijing has traditionally engaged in multilateral UN sanctions while privately attempting to maintain ties with and influence over its geopolitical buffer of a neighbor.

11. Huawei executive arrested in Canada

A political dispute over Canada’s arrest of Huawei Chief Financial Officer Meng Wanzhou for extradition to the U.S. has slowed canola, meat, and lumber shipments through Chinese ports. In December 2018, Canadian authorities arrested Meng on fraud charges from the U.S. Justice Department, which alleges that Meng misled banks about Huawei’s relationship with its subsidiary Skycom and deceived them into violating U.S. sanctions against Iran. Beijing was furious over the arrest of one of its most high-profile executives. Chinese Vice-Foreign Minister Le Yucheng summoned Canadian ambassador John McCallum in protest and urged Ottawa to promptly free Meng or “be held accountable” and face “grave consequences.”

Nine days after its threats, Chinese authorities arrested Canadian businessman Michael Spavor and former diplomat Michael Kovrig under charges of espionage and escalated a drug-smuggling sentence against a third Canadian to death instead of the original 15 years in prison. Amid the dispute, China suspended all meats imports from Canada for a year, with the Chinese Embassy in Ottawa stating the move is an “urgent preventive measure” following Chinese customs’ detection of a restricted feed additive, ractopamine, in Canadian pork. Beijing also lashed out at Canadian canola imports, where shipments ran into unusual delays and heightened checks at Chinese customs, and GMO permits became harder to obtain. While no official decrees link Beijing to the obstructions, canola stakeholders on both sides reported heightened restrictions, and the Canadian Grain Commission reported a 7% year-over-year decline in canola exports to China. Notably, Chinese customs data tells a different story, reporting 347,949 tons of imported Canadian canola—an increase in yearly sales. Beijing also blacklisted imports from Richardson International and Viterra, two of Canada’s largest grain processors. China’s General Administration of Customs revoked canola-seed export licenses on the grounds of finding “harmful organisms” and pests in Canadian canola seed shipments. A new round of trade setbacks emerged weeks after the British Columbia Supreme Court ruled against Meng’s bid to end
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Caught between its second-largest trading partner and its closest ally, respectively China and the U.S., Canada has weathered Beijing’s tit-for-tat retribution. With the Chinese market accounting for 40% of Canada’s canola exports, these sanctions are hitting the grain sector hard. Likewise, China is British Columbia’s second-largest export market for wood at $383 million in value. However, Canadian authorities have abided by their commitments even as they bear the casualties of a major power contest. As Meng’s extradition hearing commenced nearly a year after her contentious arrest, Foreign Affairs Minister Chrystia Freeland asserted that Canada is “a rule-of-law country and we honor our extradition treaty commitments. It is what we need to do and what we will do.”
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While these repercussions appear nominal, China’s sister-city arrangements are an integral component of its signature infrastructure investment project, the Belt and Road Initiative. According to the Australian consulate-general in Chengdu, being paired with a Chinese city can “open doors for business” by making it easier to obtain local permits and kickstart investment projects. Not long after Beijing cut ties, Shanghai also called off sister-city arrangements with Prague.

Hrib’s position remains firm even in the face of China’s contempt and Czech President Miloš Zeman’s staunch disapproval. Despite Zeman’s statements that he has no sympathy for Prague politicians and fully respected the One China policy, Hrib moved forward with sister-city negotiations with Taipei, sealing the deal in January 2020 and sending a brazen message to Beijing and Czech officials alike.

13. EU nations tighten regulations on foreign telecommunications vendors

German politics closed out 2019 debating a bill to exclude “untrustworthy” firms from their 5G network, namely Chinese telecommunications giant Huawei. That year, some of Germany’s largest companies were targeted by a new wave of cyber-attacks which likely originated from the Chinese government, spiking fear among governing coalition lawmakers of exposing German 5G networks to espionage and data theft. Berlin’s push to shut out Huawei may also be a response to the Trump administration’s attempts to enlist U.S. allies in ostracizing Huawei as a global 5G provider. Britain stopped short of an outright ban, and France excluded Huawei in favor of Nokia and Ericsson—only for China to threaten sanctions on European 5G rivals. A statement released by Beijing’s embassy in Paris warns that “China has always given Nokia and Ericsson fair treatment in … 5G networks in China” but “do[es] not wish to see the development of European companies in the Chinese market” favored by French “discrimination … with regard to Huawei.”

Danish newspaper Berlingske also accused Chinese ambassador Feng Tie of being “very forceful” and threatening to cancel a trade deal with the Faroe Islands if it did not agree to use Huawei-supplied networks, though the Chinese foreign has rejected these claims as “completely false.”

Berlin is the latest EU member-state to consider edging out Huawei to the vexation of Beijing officials. Chinese ambassador Wu Ken warned of “consequences,” reminded audiences that of the “last year, 28 million cars sold in China, 7 million of those were German,” and linked the health of Germany’s car sector to Huawei’s inclusion in German 5G networks, saying “Can we say that German cars are not safe because we’re in
a position to manufacture our own cars? No, that would be pure protectionism.”

Following threats from Beijing, lawmakers from German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s ruling conservatives ultimately backed tougher rules on foreign 5G vendors but stopped short of banning Huawei.

14. Australia pushes for World Health Organization coronavirus investigation

In April 2020, Australian leaders lobbied World Health Organization members to support an independent review into the origins and spread of the novel coronavirus—a proposal China’s foreign ministry has vociferously attacked. While Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison argues “public health trumps everything else” and that “we need to have the information and ... transparency,” China’s National Health Commission believes investigations will undermine coronavirus relief efforts and said “every country should join forces and work together, rather than blaming each other and shirking responsibility.”

Chinese ambassador to Australia Cheng Jingye threatened a consumer boycott of Australian exports and tourism, saying, “Maybe the ordinary people will say ‘Why should we drink Australian wine? Eat Australian beef?’” that tourists and students might have “second thoughts” about visiting Australia. When Canberra remained continued pushing for an independent WHO coronavirus investigation, the Chinese Ministry of Commerce suspended imports from four Australian meat-processing companies due to regulatory violations and imposed a 73.6% anti-dumping tariff and 6.9% anti-subsidy tariff on Australian barley.

With China as Australia’s largest export market for tourism, education, wine, and beef, and two-way trade with Beijing worth $152bn in 2019, these sanctions have hiked the opportunity costs of resistance. Nevertheless, Prime Minister Morrison has thus far remained committed to an independent inquiry into Covid-19’s origins, saying an investigation is “entirely sensible and reasonable.”

15. Missouri sues Chinese government over handling of coronavirus outbreak

Amid the 21st century’s most devastating pandemic, the state of Missouri filed a lawsuit in April 2020 against the Chinese government over claims that officials concealed information about the outbreak that led to significant economic
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damage and staggering human tolls. Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Geng Shuang dismissed the allegations as “very absurd” with “no factual and legal basis at all.” The state-run Global Times tabloid accused Missouri as “stirring up trouble with U.S.-China relations” and suggested it could trigger painful economic countermeasures.

Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt said the “Chinese government lied to the world about the danger and contagious nature of COVID-19, silenced whistleblowers, and did little to stop the spread of the disease” and “must be held accountable.” However, legal experts question how far the motion will make it in the face of sovereign immunity, a legal doctrine that offers foreign governments sweeping protections against being sued in U.S. courts. While Rob Dixon, director of Missouri’s Department of Economic Development, expressed that he expects “some degree of retaliation against Missouri” due to the lawsuit, Beijing has yet to engage in any forms of retribution.
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